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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The vision of RIFE was to address the problem of providing affordable and sustainable access to the
Internet by realising an architecture for an Internet for everybody that enables access to information
and services at economically sustainable price points unmatched by today’s technologies, while also
offering solutions capable of dealing with existing challenges, such as intermittent connectivity,
existing in very diverse and dynamic scenarios. In this perspective, the RIFE project aimed to provide
innovative concepts and technologies with an important potential for broad adoption and exploitation.
RIFE has provided the following major outcomes:
1. The definition of a unifying architecture with clear interfaces provided to application developers.
The focus was placed on the convergence between emerging technologies such as ICN, DTN and
caching mechanisms;
2. A set of service and application functions that have enabled the full utilisation of the RIFE
architecture in real-life settings;
3. The development of novel dissemination strategies that jointly optimised available bandwidth,
storage and computation resources, integrating diverse network environments into the single
RIFE architecture.

To achieve these ambitious objectives, RIFE built upon:
• A RIFE prototype platform that was first implemented and then tested against Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) in both testbed and emulation settings;
• An operational trial that was set up within a community network that is linked via real-life satellite
connectivity.
Finally, an accurate evaluation of the commercial viability of the RIFE platform was realised to provide
the basis for a sustainable value chain, and establish RIFE as a key driver in the wider community of
practitioners and researchers in this field. Dissemination and communication activities were crucial to
ensure this ambitious vision was achieved.
The RIFE work package 5 (WP5) was dedicated to “Dissemination and Exploitation” and aimed at
defining, maintaining and coordinating the appropriate mechanisms and tools ensuring broad visibility
of the project’s work and results
The purpose of this document is to list the information about the main dissemination actions during
M19-M38 of the project. As committed to in the DoA, it includes also the meeting agendas and lists of
participants.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The RIFE dissemination strategy has remained unchanged since the beginning of the project. It
embraced two main objective levels: one internal and one external.
The internal objective of the RIFE dissemination strategy was to provide tools and means of
communication to facilitate collaboration between the partners and effectively promote the RIFE work
and results.
The external objective of the RIFE dissemination strategy was to make known as widely as possible
the findings and recommendations of the RIFE project, with the purpose of ensuring that end-users
will be able to access the services provided by the project and the stakeholders will
support/promote/adopt the RIFE technology. The RIFE stakeholders belong to the following 4
categories:
1. Academia/Research institutions Academia/Research institutions
This category includes organisations whose primary focus is higher education and research, such as
universities, other academic organisations and research institutes. The topics of interest for
research can be categorized into two main fields:
• Network Technology: Information Centric Networking (ICN), Delay Tolerant Networking
(DTN), and Caching technologies;
• Network Economy: Socio-economics.
The main communication and dissemination means for this category of stakeholders were scientific
publications, presentations and talks at related conferences and workshops. Wherever possible
(according to publishers’ copyright policies) the publications have been made publicly available via
the project’s web pages, or archives designed specifically for this purpose (e.g. Universities’ own
archives, arXiv.org e-Print archive, etc.).
2. Industry
Industrial stakeholders include innovative private companies providing end-users solutions, as well
as manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, service providers, vendors, system integrators, at the
frontline of addressing the need for a ubiquitous Internet.
As well as providing technical solutions for industry, RIFE’s ambition was to offer new employment
opportunities and enable the emergence of new companies/spinoffs. For example, opportunities
to become a Virtual Network Operator were expected and indeed a new Community Networking
company has been formed to manage and expand the Field Trial commercially.
3. Government
This target group includes representatives (including regulators) from different governmental
organisations such as the European Commission, inter-governmental organisations, member state
governments or local governments. In many sensitive aspects related to the large spread of the
Internet, close relations with the local governments need to be developed.
4. Media and broad end-user audience
This category includes the major media, including television, radio, newspapers, magazines,
journals, blogs, and websites, which are specifically dedicated to promote the adoption of
innovative ICT technologies to the broad public.
This target group was interesting for RIFE in order to reach, on one hand, journalists, bloggers and
social media specialists and, on the other hand, to reach as many potential end-users of RIFE’s
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technology as possible, namely citizens for which the project’s outcomes could facilitate access to
the Internet, which is of high relevance especially in developing countries and under-served regions
of developed countries.
The purpose of this document is to list information about the main dissemination actions during M19M38 of the project. It includes also the meeting agendas and lists of participants.
The document is structured as follows:
Section 2 contains the lists of disseminations that have taken place from August 2016 (M19) until the
end of March 2018 (M38) and those that have been accepted for future presentation/publication.
Section 3 focuses on the various meetings that have taken place and comprises separate sub-sections
for the M18 Project Review (3.1), General Assembly Meetings (3.2) and Plenary Meetings (3.3). Section
3.3 is further sub-divided into face-to-face meetings and monthly teleconference calls.
For each meeting, the agenda is provided, along with the list of attendees and links to where the
presentations (not applicable for the teleconference calls) can be found.
Some final concluding remarks are made in Section 4 “Conclusions”.
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2

LIST OF DISSEMINATIONS DURING M19-M38

Partners reported the disseminations they performed through the monthly teleconference calls and a
dedicated area on the project Wiki. The following Figure 1 shows the dissemination reporting page of
the Wiki:

Figure 1: Dissemination reporting page

2.1

Disseminations performed during the reporting period (M19-M38)

At the beginning of the project, dissemination activities concentrated on producing publicity material
to describe the project’s goals and on achieving visibility in the relevant communities the RIFE partners
are actively involved in. This material was subsequently updated as explained in the following subsections.
2.1.1

Leaflet and Poster

The leaflet and poster (Figures 2 and 3 below), that were created by WP5 in order to inform and
present the project’s objectives, core concept and planned outcomes, have been updated to reflect
the project achievements. These materials have been distributed at events attended by the project
partners and made available in electronic form via the project web pages.
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Figure 2: The latest RIFE Leaflet: Internal and external page screenshots (updated with the Field Trial
sites, the project’s achievements and the final design of the Supernodes)
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Figure 3: The latest RIFE Poster (updated with the Field Trial sites, the project’s achievements and the
final design of the Supernodes)
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2.1.2

Website

The project’s website (http://rife-project.eu) was set up in Month 1. It was designed to be the main
entry point for those looking for information about the project; its objectives and outputs, and to serve
as a reference point for the project in the broad ICT community. The specific focus has been on
presenting the main R&D and Innovation achievements and outcomes to the target stakeholders,
including the general public.
As a dynamic dissemination and communication tool, the public website was connected to the various
social media channels (see Section 2.1.3) and has been regularly updated with the most relevant
project information about outcomes and results, including papers, presentations, public deliverables,
news related to upcoming activities, such as participation to - and presentations at - conferences,
workshops, etc.
The following Figure 4 shows an updated view of the homepage of the project:

Figure 4: Homepage of the project
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As the main dissemination and communication channel, the RIFE website has been continuously
updated, and will be maintained also for at least one year after the end of the project, so as to
effectively provide a clear and appealing communication interface that is easily navigable with access
to all relevant public information.
2.1.3

Social Media

The social media activity has concentrated on Twitter to easily and rapidly spread information about
the project’s and various partners’ activities. This social media is a powerful tool to disseminate the
most relevant information about the project by reaching communities directly related to the ongoing
activities.
A Twitter account (@RIFE_project) was set up at the beginning of the project (M1).
The following Figure 5 shows the homepage of RIFE’s Twitter account:

Figure 5: RIFE Twitter Account
2.1.4

Conference Proceedings, and Workshops

To continue the RIFE scientific legitimacy, a large number of presentations have been made at
workshops and conferences. RIFE also co-organised a GAIA workshop at the University of Cambridge
on 26th - 27th January 2017, entitled: “Community Networks: Sustainability & Regulation” and the
“Internet of People”, Dagstuhl Seminar on 8th - 11th October 2017.
RIFE continued to follow its initial dissemination strategy, which was to focus on the following selection
of conferences:
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• ACM SIGCOMM, ACM MobiCom, ACM Sigmetrics;
• IEEE Infocom, IEEE CCNC;
• ACM CoNext, ACM IMC;
• PAM.
This target list has proven to be reflected in the successful acceptances of papers, as can be seen in
the list below of 9 papers that have been presented in conferences and published in the corresponding
proceedings, during the 2nd reporting period:
1.

Making Community Networks economically sustainable, the guifi.net experience, R. Baig, L.
Dalmau, R. Roca, L. Navarro, F. Freitag, A. Sathiaseelan, Proceedings of the 2016 workshop
GAIA’16, 22nd - 26th August, 2016, Florianopolis, Brazil, DOI 2940157.2940163. Green Access.

Abstract: Community networks have flourished around the world as a complementary model for
enabling access to the Internet and its services. Nevertheless there is still an on-going debate on
how to make them sustainable and scaleable beyond the voluntary effort and non-refundable
contributions. The approach taken by Guifi.Net has been to enable professional activity and to
develop a set of tools to ensure the reinvestment of a fraction of the benefits of this professional
activity. This has contributed to build the largest community network, with an annual turnover
of millions of Euros and creation of dozens of direct jobs. The implementation of these tools is
producing extensive data sets that allow to characterize key parameters in the deployment and
the operation of these infrastructures, to examine behaviours and trends and to identify good
and bad practices, fraud, etc. A more detailed knowledge of the economic aspects has a positive
impact on reducing the uncertainty of investments, expansion plans and operations.
2.

Open and regionalized spectrum repositories for emerging countries, A. Arcia-Moret, A.
Sathiaseelan, M. Zenaro, F. Rondo, E. Pietrosemoli, D. Johnson, Proceedings of the 2016
workshop GAIA’16, 22nd - 26th August, 2016, Florianopolis, Brazil, DOI 2940157.2940160. Gold
access.

Abstract: TV White Spaces have recently been proposed as an alternative to alleviate the spectrum
crunch, characterised by the need to reallocate frequency bands to accommodate the evergrowing demand for wireless communications. In this article, we discuss the motivations and
challenges for collecting spectrum measurements in developing regions and discuss a scalable
system for the crowds to gather and provide access to White Spaces information through open
and regionalised repositories. We further discuss two relevant aspects. Firstly, we propose a
cooperative mechanism for sensing spectrum availability using a detector approach. Secondly,
we propose a strategy (and an architecture) on the database side to implement spectrum
governance. Other aspects of the work include discussion of an extensive measurement
campaign showing a number of white spaces in developing regions, an overview of our
experience on low-cost spectrum analysers, and the architecture of Zebra−RFO, an application
for processing crowd-sourced spectrum data.
3.

Bottleneck analysis of the mobile Internet diffusion in Emerging Markets, J. Benseny, B. Finley,
H. Hämmäinen, 27th European Regional Conference of the International Telecommunications,
7th - 9th September 2016, Cambridge, UK. Gold access.

Abstract: According to the ITU, in 2013, only 6% of the population in developing countries had access
to broadband Internet. Nevertheless, mobile Internet penetration rates have already exceeded
those of fixed telecommunication services and may help in bridging the digital divide. To
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understand this phenomenon, we model the mobile Internet diffusion process via a system
dynamics model that includes user competence, data price, and mobile network capacity as the
main contributors to consumer utility and consequently, the main mobile Internet diffusion
bottlenecks. The links that connect the system dynamics model variables are evaluated through
a linear regression analysis that includes, for the first time, actual mobile capacity measurements
from 17 metropolitan areas in emerging markets. The results suggest that market competition
and mobile capacity are the main mobile Internet diffusion bottlenecks in emerging markets.
4.

On Content Indexing for Off-Path Caching in Information-Centric Networks, L. Wang, A.
Sathiaseelan, J. Crowcroft, J. Ott, S. Bayhan, J. Kangasharju, Proceedings of the 3rd ACM
Conference on Information-Centric Networking ACM-ICN ’16, 26th - 28th September 2016, Kyoto,
Japan, DOI 10.1145/2984356.2984372. Gold Access.

Abstract: A name resolution server (NRS) in an Information-Centric Network (ICN) can leverage the
off-path copies in the network, which may not be accessible via content discovery mechanisms.
Such capability is essential for an Autonomous System (AS) to avoid the costly inter-AS traffic for
external content, to yield higher bandwidth efficiency for intra-AS traffic, and to decrease the
data access latency for a pleasant user experience. However, these benefits come at the expense
of storage and NRS update costs, for which scalability is paramount given huge number of
contents. In this article, we argue that most of the benefits of an NRS can be realized by indexing
only a small fraction of the requested content benefiting from the NRS the most. First, we model
the cost of serving each content in the existence of an NRS and lack of it, considering content’s
popularity, availability, size, and type. Then, we derive the optimal indexing decision under a
given NRS size constraint by formulating an optimization problem that minimizes total cost for
serving all requests within this AS. Our results suggest that an NRS tracking even only a tiny
fraction of the most popular (external) content delivers most of the benefits of an NRS, e.g.,
lower inter-AS traffic, higher cache hit, and lower latency. While larger NRS provides slightly
higher cache hits for small caches, the impact is more visible for larger cache capacity. In contrast
to diminishing gains in cache hit, data latency decreases further with increasing NRS size owing
to faster name resolution.
5.

Opportunistic Content Dissemination Performance in Dense Network Segments, T.
Kärkkäinen, J. Ott, M. Välimaa, Esa Hyytiä, ACM MobiCom 2016 CHANTS Workshop, 3rd - 7th
October 2016, New York, USA, DOI 10.1145/2979683.2979692. Green Access.

Abstract: Many of the existing opportunistic networking systems have been designed assuming a
small number links per node and have trouble scaling to large numbers of potential concurrent
communication partners. In the real world we often find wireless local area networks with large
numbers of connected users -- in particular in open Wi-Fi networks provided by cities, airports,
conferences and other venues. In this paper we build a 50 client opportunistic network in a single
Wi-Fi access point and use it to uncover scaling problems and to suggest mechanisms to improve
the performance. The ability to scale to high density network segments creates new, realistic
use cases for opportunistic networking applications.
6.

Demo: Here & Now: Data-centric Local Social Interactions through Opportunistic Networks, T.
Kärkkäinen, J. Ott, A. Passarella, P. Houghton, L. Valerio, ACM MobiCom 2016, 3rd - 7th October
2016, New York, USA, DOI 10.1145/2979683.2979700. Green access.

Abstract: Many of today's popular online social networks are disconnected from their users'
immediate social and physical context, which makes them poorly suited for supporting transient,
on-purpose social communities of co-located users. We introduce the idea of a local dataspace
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that can mediate social interactions via freely user modifiable shared content. We demonstrate
this concept via an opportunistic experience sharing application called Here&Now.
7.

Peer provided cell-like networks built out of thin air, A. Arcia-Moret, Z. Gilani, A. Sathiaseelan,
J. Crowcroft, 2017 14th IEEE Annual Consumer Communications & Networking Conference
(CCNC), 8th January 2017, Las Vegas, Nevada, DOI 10.1109/CCNC.2017.7983137. Green Access.

Abstract: The success of Wi-Fi technology as an efficient and low-cost last-mile access solution has
enabled massive spontaneous deployments generating storms of beacons all across the globe.
Emerging location systems are using these beacons to observe mobility patterns of people
through portable or wearable devices, and offers promising use-cases that can help to solve
critical problems in the developing world. In this paper, we design and develop a novel prototype
to organise these spontaneous deployments of Access Points into what we call virtual cells
(vcells). We compute virtual cells from a list of Access Points collected from different active scans
for a geographical region. We argue that virtual cells can be encoded using Bloom filters to
implement the location process. Lastly, we present two illustrative use-cases to showcase the
suitability and challenges of the technique.
8.

Study of spectrum scarcity and community wireless network operators in India, B. Omkarappa,
J. Benseny, H. Hämmäinen, 2017 Internet of things Business Models, Users, and Networks, 23rd
- 24th November 2017, Copenhagen, Denmark. DOI: 10.1109/CTTE.2017.8260995. Green Access.

Abstract: The rapid development of the Indian mobile market and the proliferation of operators have
increased the demand for licensed spectrum. Moreover, the utilization of allocated bands can
hardly be improved given the large number of operators and the geographical division in circles.
This paper analyses the scarcity of licensed spectrum in India and discusses the opportunities
derived from the utilization of the unlicensed spectrum. More precisely, the paper identifies
wireless community network projects that use the unlicensed spectrum. Community wireless
networks can play an important role in bridging the Digital Divide in India and in extending the
scarce licensed spectrum by improving the exploitation of unlicensed spectrum.
9.

Connecting the Unconnected 10% of New Zealanders by 2025: Is a MahiTahi Approach
Possible? J. A. Gutierrez, L. Chiaraviglio, A. Sathiaseelan, J. Wu, A. Bagula, J. Qadir, J. Song, W.
Zhang. M. A. Gregory, J. Wu, Telecommunication Networks and Applications Conference
(ITNAC), 22nd - 24th November 2017, Melbourne, Australia, DOI: 10.1109/ATNAC.2017.8215429.
Green Access.

Abstract: The New Zealand Government has set the goals of having 99% of Kiwis able to access
broadband with peak speeds of at least 50 Megabits per second (Mbps) by 2025, and with the
remaining 1% able to access broadband with rates of at least 10 Mbps. There is an interesting
question to be raised: is it possible to achieve these goals earlier? Inspired by the United Nations'
Sustainable Development Goals (SdGs), especially the SDG 17 of Partnerships for the goals, we
propose bottom-up and top-down partnerships based on a sustainable research enlightened
MahiTahi approach to pursue the New Zealand rural connectivity goals. In Maori, MahiTahi
means “collaboration” which best represents the key design and implementation principles
embedded into our approach. It aims to address the three dimensional challenges of rural
connectivity including the collaboration among various network access technologies to advance
geo-reachability; the collaboration among different stakeholders to optimize social and
economic reachabilities, as well as the collaboration among national and international
knowledge societies from multiple disciplines to maximize knowledge reachability. Rather than
providing a final solution, this paper aims to inspire and invite wider discussions and dialogues
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to collaboratively seek out a timely holistic solution so as to assist the Government to achieve
its goals as early as possible.
2.1.5

Book Chapters

Two Book Chapter contributions were made to the Annual Report of the UN IGF Dynamic Coalition on
Community Connectivity, in December 2016.
1.

Book Chapter: Chapter 3. A Commons-oriented Framework for Community Networks, L.
Navarro, F. Freitag, R. Baig, R. Roca, Annual Report of the UN IGF Dynamic Coalition on
Community Connectivity, December 2016.

Abstract: This report introduces a framework for the analysis of Community Networks (CN),
from a European perspective but applicable to other regions, with the aim of providing a sort of
general taxonomy. The report first of all reviews and partially re-defines the concept of
commons in the context of modern digital society, technologies, and infrastructures. Next a
description of the general framework for the comparative analysis of different CN instances is
given trying to set a “reference conceptual architecture” that can help understanding different
organizational models and different implementations of Community Networks. The final part is
devoted to a first comparison and classification of different models.
2.

Book Chapter: Chapter 4. Efficient Collaboration between Government, Citizens and
Enterprises in Commons, L. Navarro, F. Freitag, E. Dimogerontakis, R. Baig, R. Roca, R. Lo Cigno,
L. Maccari, P. Antoniadis, M. Michalis, M. Dulong de Rosnay, F.Tréguer, Annual Report of the UN
IGF Dynamic Coalition on Community Connectivity, December 2016.

Abstract: Public administrations, citizens and enterprises are the three key players for the
construction and management of any common infrastructure. This paper discusses the
interrelations between them, under the lens of the ongoing netCommons project, an H2020
research project entirely devoted to multi-disciplinary research on Community Networks (CN).
2.1.6

Journal articles

The initial dissemination strategy identified the following journals that would be targeted:
• IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking;
• Computer Networks;
• IEEE Communication Magazine.
This target list has proven to be very accurate, as can be seen from the 3 articles that have been
published in scientific journals during this reporting period:
1.

Alternative Networks: Toward Global Access to the Internet for All, J. Saldana, A. Arcia-Moret,
A. Sathiaseelan, B. Braem, E. Pietrosemoli, M. Zennaro, J. Simo-Reigadas, I. Komnios, C. ReyMoreno, IEEE Communications Magazine (Volume: 55, Issue: 9, 2017), Pages 187-193, 25th May
2017, DOI: 10.1109/MCOM.2017.1600663. Green Access.

Abstract: It is often said that the Internet is ubiquitous in our daily lives, but this holds true only for
those who can easily access it. In fact, billions of people are still digitally disconnected, as
bringing connectivity to certain zones does not make a good business case. The only solution for
these unsatisfied potential users is to directly undertake the building of the infrastructure
required to obtaining access to the Internet, typically forming groups in order to share the
corresponding cost. This article presents a global classification and a summary of the main
characteristics of different Alternative Network deployments that have arisen in recent years
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with an aim to provide Internet services in places where mainstream network deployments do
not exist or are not adequate solutions. The "Global Access to the Internet for All" Research
Group of the Internet Research Task Force, where all authors actively participate, is interested
in documenting these emerging deployments. As an outcome of this work, a classification has
converged by consensus, where five criteria have been identified and, based on them, four
different types of Alternative Networks have been identified and described with real-world
examples. Such a classification is useful for a deeper understanding of the common
characteristics behind existing and emerging Alternative Networks.
2.

Wi-Stitch: Content Delivery in Converged Edge Networks, Best Paper Award, A. Raman, N.
Sastry , A. Sathiaseelan, A. Secker, J. Chandaria, ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication
Review, Volume 47 Issue 5, October 2017, Pages 73-78, ACM New York, DOI
10.1145/3155055.3155067. Gold access.

Abstract: Wi-Fi, the most commonly used access technology at the very edge, supports download
speeds that are orders of magnitude faster than the average home broadband or cellular data
connection. Furthermore, it is extremely common for users to be within reach of their
neighbours' Wi-Fi access points. Given the skewed nature of interest in content items, it is likely
that some of these neighbours are interested in the same items as the users. We sketch the
design of Wi-Stitch, an architecture that exploits these observations to construct a highly
efficient content sharing infrastructure at the very edge and show through analysis of a real
workload that it can deliver substantial (up to 70%) savings in network traffic. The Wi-Stitch
approach can be used both by clients of fixed-line broadband, as well as mobile devices
obtaining indoors access in converged networks.
3.

Cloudy in guifi.net: Establishing and sustaining a community cloud as open commons, Roger
Baig, Felix Freitag, Leandro Navarro, Future Generation Computer Systems, Elsevier, 1st January
2018, doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2017.12.017. Green Access.

Abstract: Commons are natural or human-made resources that are managed cooperatively. The
guifi.net community network is a successful example of a digital infrastructure, a computer
network, managed as an open commons. Inspired by the guifi.net case and its commons
governance model, we claim that a computing cloud, another digital infrastructure, can also be
managed as an open commons if the appropriate tools are put in place. In this paper, we explore
the feasibility and sustainability of community clouds as open commons: open user-driven
clouds formed by community-managed computing resources. We propose organising the
infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and platform as a service (PaaS) cloud service layers as
common-pool resources (CPR) for enabling a sustainable cloud service provision. On this basis,
we have outlined a governance framework for community clouds, and we have developed
Cloudy, a cloud software stack that comprises a set of tools and components to build and
operate community cloud services. Cloudy is tailored to the needs of the guifi.net community
network, but it can be adopted by other communities. We have validated the feasibility of
community clouds in a deployment in guifi.net of some 60 devices running Cloudy for over two
years. To gain insight into the capacity of end-user services to generate enough value and utility
to sustain the whole cloud ecosystem, we have developed a file storage application and tested
it with a group of 10 guifi.net users. The experimental results and the experience from the action
research confirm the feasibility and potential sustainability of the community cloud as an open
commons.
2.1.7

Standardization efforts
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Regarding RIFE’s ambition to be broadly deployed, monitoring but also contributing to standardization
bodies is an essential task. We identified several standardization organisations that will be useful for
pushing the RIFE’s vision forward and push its outcomes for interoperable systems. Specifically, the
consortium’s targets are:
• ETSI: European Communication Standard Institute with the goal of introducing satellite-related
work, specifically regarding backhaul reservation, allocation and scheduling solutions into suitable
working groups within ETSI;
• IETF: Internet Engineering Task Force, with the goal of introducing content placement and besteffort traffic engineering solutions into suitable working groups. In particular we aim at injecting
key contributions into the ICNRG (Information-centric Networking RG), specifically on the
intersection of ICN and DTN as well as utilization of IPoverICN solutions in RIFE.
• IRTF: Internet Research Task Force, provides a suitable route for evangelizing the vision and the
solutions of RIFE towards a practitioner audience in the space of global access. Specifically, the
GAIA working group is a key forum for RIFE, also due to the fact that RIFE’s Dr. Arjuna Sathiaseelan
is the co-chair. We intend to increase the visibility of RIFE through informational and trial-related
drafts but also architectural work that strives towards laying out key architectural foundations for
a Future Internet for Everybody.
• 3GPP: Third Generation Partnership Project is a leading organization in the development of
standards for cellular systems, worldwide. One of its main task is to provide the specifications
agreed upon by the Telecom Industry, and through the coordination of work issued by different
regional regulators (such as ETSI in Europe, ATIS in USA, ARIB/TTC, and CCSA. Due to the
development of mobile usage in our everyday life, 3GPP also has strong interactions or impacts
based on interactions with the standardization of other telecom systems (including non-mobile
access systems, networks, and protocol standards).
3GPP addresses three main aspects: (1) Radio Access Network; (2) Service and System aspects;
and (3) Core Network and Terminals.
The organization has been responsible for the standardization of mobile broadband standards of
the different generations (technically issued as “Release”) from 2.5G systems (EDGE, GPRS), 3G
(UMTS; HSDPA; HSUPA) to 4G (LTE; LTE Advanced).
• ITU-T: International Telecommunications Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector) and
the specific interest in the ITU are the ongoing activities around 5G, specifically in the IMT2020
working group. The ICN study group was established in 2016 with calls to the community for
contributions.
RIFE’s contributions to standardization bodies in M19-M38 are documented in deliverable D5.5: “RIFE
Standardization Activity”.
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2.1.8

Other dissemination activities

RIFE presented in the following workshops:
1.

Bringing Information Centric Networking to Challenged Environments, A. Arcia-Moret, J.
Crowcroft, I. Psaras, Report on the 2nd workshop on Future Internet Architecture for Developing
Regions (FI4D), 8th January 2017, Las Vegas, Calif.

Abstract: The 2nd workshop on Future Internet Architecture for Developing Regions (FI4D) took place
on 8th January, 2017. The workshop was hosted by the 14th Annual IEEE Consumer
Communications and Networking Conference in Las Vegas, USA. This report summarizes the
motivation, discussions and perspectives held during the half-day event.
2.

Efficient information dissemination in community networks: The RIFE approach, A. ArciaMoret, Workshop Presentation at GAIA Community Networks: Sustainability and Regulation
Workshop, 27th January 2017, Cambridge. Green Access.

Abstract: The presentation focused on the Fronthaul Dissemination Strategy of the RIFE architecture
giving details on the Scalable Bit Array architecture for stateless multicast.
3.

The Case for Liberouters- Workshop Presentation, T. Kärkkäinen, J. Ott, INFORMATIK 2016 in
the Value-Sensitive Design of Internet-Based Services Workshop, 29th September 2016,
Klagenfurt, Austria. Gold Access.

Abstract: In this paper we argue that a set of fundamental forces has driven modern communication
services to become highly centralized. This centralization has enabled globe spanning
communication infrastructure and services to be built, but has also enabled powerful actors to
monitor and control communications on an unprecedented scale. As a counterbalancing force
we propose a Liberouter network, which decentralizes both the communication infrastructure
and services.
4.

Towards Decentralized Resilient Community Cloud Infrastructures, A. Sathiaseelan, M. Selimi,
C. Molina, L. Navarro, F. Freitag, F. Ramos, R. Baig, A. Lertsinsrubtavee, 2nd Workshop on
Middleware for Edge Clouds Cloudlets (MECC), 11th - 15th December 2017, Las Vegas, Nevada,
DOI 10.1145/3152360.3152363. Gold access.

Abstract: Recent years have seen a trend towards decentralisation from initiatives on decentralized
web to decentralized network infrastructures. In this position paper, we present an architectural
vision for decentralising cloud service infrastructures. Our vision is on community cloud
infrastructures on top of decentralised access infrastructures i.e. community networks, using
resources pooled from the community. Our architectural vision considers some fundamental
challenges of integrating the current state of the art virtualisation technologies such as Software
Defined Networking (SDN) into community infrastructures which are highly unreliable. Our
proposed design goal is to include lightweight network and processing virtualization with fault
tolerance mechanisms to ensure sufficient level of reliability to support local services.
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RIFE co-organized the following Workshops:
1.

IRTF GAIA Community Networks: Sustainability & Regulation Workshop, Co-organisation of
the Workshop, A. Sathiaseelan, M. Zennaro, L. Navarro, 26th - 27th January 2017, Cambridge, UK.

Abstract: The theme of the workshop focused on the development of local networking
infrastructures using cooperative & open-access management schemes. We consider two main
approaches: Open-access radio spectrum (and its availability, sharing, open access, etc.) and
Community networks (with similar properties) providing open-access connectivity (and also IXlike infrastructures etc.). The workshop was supported by the Internet Society, EU H2020 RIFE
Project, EU H2020 Netcommons Project and the EPSRC GCRF African Internet Measurement
Observatory (AIMO) project.
2.

Internet of People, Dagstuhl Seminar 17412, Co-Organisers of the Workshop, E. Belding, J. Ott,
A. Passarella, P. Reichl, 8th - 11th October 2017, Saarland, Germany.

Abstract: The diffusion of personal (mobile) devices and pervasive communication technologies is
expected to exponentially increase in the next few years, resulting in the fact that the Internet
will expand dramatically at its edges – much more than in the core. Users (and their devices) will
be embedded in a dynamic networking environment populated by a huge amount of data, with
plenty of possibilities for direct interaction and data exchanges with devices nearby. This
motivates to conceive a brand-new Internet paradigm, where humans and their personal
devices are not anymore passive users of the Internet technologies, but they play an active role
in the network algorithms at all layers, not only in services and applications. This paradigm can
be thought as an “Anti-Copernican Revolution”, as it puts (back) the human at the centre of the
stage in the design of Internet networking.
RIFE chaired the following Workshops:
1.

2nd Workshop on Future Internet Architecture for Developing Regions, Presenters A. Arcia
Moret, I. Psaras, J. Crowcroft, 14th Annual IEEE Consumer Communications & Networking
Conference, 8th January 2017, Las Vegas, Nevada.

Abstract: The presentation focused on the Fronthaul Dissemination Strategy of the RIFE architecture
giving details on the Scalable Bit Array architecture for stateless multicast.
2.

Workshop on Information-Centric Fog Computing (ICFC), IFIP Networking 2017, Committee
Workshop Chair Dirk Trossen, 12th - 16th June 2017, Stockholm, Sweden.

Abstract: This workshop aims at stimulating research focused on the networking models,
communication frameworks and security solutions required to facilitate Fog Computing. The
research directions will focus on accommodating the requirements of data processing and
information networking within emerging, information-focused, networking paradigms such as
ICN. This is reflected in a number of aspects, including: enabling short-term content caching,
fluid distribution of in-network functions, high-speed data analysis, programmable control and
management planes, resiliency and security of fog networks, Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
communications, coordinated management, resource consumption, privacy and orchestration
of data processing and information production. The outcomes of the workshop should alleviate
communication frameworks that have the ability to accommodate the immense expansion of
business models, applications and services, within future Fog networks.
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RIFE provided the Working Group Leader for the following event:
1.

IEEE Internet Initiative Internet Inclusion: Advancing Solutions, Community Networks, Working
Group Leader Roger Baig, George Washington University Cloyd Heck Marvin Center, 16th October
2017, Washington, DC.

Abstract: IEEE held an Internet Inclusion: Advancing Solutions (IIAS) event. At this full-day meeting,
seven IIAS working groups met to progress their work, share information, report on new
developments, and work toward collective action for advancing solutions for internet inclusion
that is affordable, meaningful, and sustainable. This event is part of IEEE’s overall internet
inclusion series held around the world, including Washington, D.C., New Delhi, Tel Aviv, Geneva,
Joao Passoa, Guadalajara, and Windhoek. An exclusive Roundtable Discussion on Advancing
Solutions for Digital Inclusion included leaders from organizations overseeing internet inclusion
efforts. An interactive roundtable with leaders of real-world Internet inclusion projects discussed
their project’s impact, what still may be needed to realize internet inclusion, and how to fill the
gaps identified.
RIFE provided the session chair at the following events:
1. Session 1: Security & IoT, ACM CHANTS 2017, co-located with ACM MobiCom 2017, Session
Chair Jörg Ott, 20th October 2017, Snowbird, Utah.
Abstract: Jörg Ott was the Session Chair for the following sessions:
•

OTURVA: Securing Device-to-Device (D2D) Communication in IoT Networks
Ibbad Hafeez (University of Helsinki, Finland); Aaron Yi Ding (Technical University of
Munich, Germany); Sasu Tarkoma (University of Helsinki, Finland)

•

Forward Secure Delay-Tolerant Networking
Signe Rüsch (TU Braunschweig, Germany); Dominik Schürmann (TU Braunschweig,
Germany); Rüdiger Kapitza (TU Braunschweig, Germany); Lars Wolf (TU Braunschweig,
Germany)

•

LSCHC: Layered Static Context Header Compression for LPWANs
Khaled Abdel Fadeel (Nimbus Center, Cork Institute of Technology, Ireland); Victor Cionca
(Nimbus Center, Cork Institute of Technology, Ireland); Dirk Pesch (Nimbus Center, Cork
Institute of Technology, Ireland)

Higher-education presentations (PhD, MSc):
1. Presentation of RIFE and discussed the benefits of HTTP multicast for video streaming services,
Presenter Jaume Benseny, PhD Seminar at Future Media Technologies and Markets at Aalborg
University, Copenhagen, Denmark, September 2017.
Abstract: Content delivery networks (CDNs) have enabled the emergence of new video-based
Internet services such as video on-demand (VOD), catch-up TV, and video-rich social networks.
More importantly, service providers report growing adoption rates and revenues. For example,
VOD services reached 50% market penetration in the US in 2016 (Nielsen, 2016). However, largescale delivery of live video is not yet feasible through current broadband platforms. This video
delivery case is challenged by the lack of end to end service quality and the inefficient use of
transmission resources by IP unicast. Although multiple network technologies have been
developed to support case, none has been widely adopted by broadband operators. To address
this need, we evaluate the feasibility of the IP-over-ICN protocol with focus on the scalable
provision of video multicast delivery. The IP-over-ICN protocol contributes to the current IP
ecosystem providing an IP-compatible routing solution equipped with key ICN features such as
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publish-subscribe information management and scalable multicast delivery. In this presentation,
we present the feasibility study of the IP-over-ICN protocol from a telecom operator point view.
In more detail, the study (1) identifies the more attractive operator use cases, (2) compares the
protocol against incumbents and substitutes, and (3) estimates the multicast benefits in terms
of spared capacity.
2. Master’s Theses
Three Master’s Theses from TUM, reported in deliverable D3.4: Final Set of Application Functions, were
directly RIFE-related, in which Scampi is used in their implementations, which is the RIFE DTN fronthaul
technology and all provide application functions for the DTN fronthaul:
•

Aly Saleh: A Pervasive Computing Framework for Distributed Computational Flow Composition
and Execution
https://www.cm.in.tum.de/fileadmin/w00bvd/www/thesis/mt-saleh2017.pdf

•

Anjum Parvez Ali: Spatio-temporal Data and Operation Modelling in Large-scale Long-term
Surveillance missions using UAVs
https://www.cm.in.tum.de/fileadmin/w00bvd/www/thesis/mt-ali2017.pdf

•

Chrysa Papadaki: An Architecture for Composable Distributed Applications and Services in
Disconnected Information-centric Networks
https://www.cm.in.tum.de/fileadmin/w00bvd/www/thesis/Papadaki2016.pdf

Two Master’s Theses work from AALTO contributed to RIFE’s Socio-Economic Evaluation (WP4, Task
4.4) and deliverable D4.2: Socio-Economic Validation, in which Thesis 1 contributed to Chapters 2 and
6, while Thesis 2 provided content to Chapter 5. Both Master’s Theses were supervised by Prof. Heikki
Hämmäinen who is a member of the RIFE consortium.
•

Jaume Benseny Quintana: Assessment of wireless solutions in emerging broadband markets,
School of Electrical Engineering

•

Bhavya Omkarappa: Study of the spectrum utilization in India and the opportunity for
community operators, School of Electrical Engineering.

RIFE performed the following demonstrations:
1. Joint demonstration with POINT at ETSI MEC Zone, Dirk Trossen, 21st - 22nd September 2016,
Munich, Germany.
Abstract: The improvements to the MWC Barcelona demonstration mainly concern the integration
between the efforts in our POINT projects with those innovations coming from the RIFE project,
as developed by InterDigital Europe. Specifically, in addition to showcasing the HTTP multicast
capabilities of our HTTP-over-ICN solution in POINT, the demonstration also automatically
changes the video playout point to a local, i.e., closer, server during the ongoing demo. In other
words, the demonstration now shows the two aspects within an integrated platform as the
second public demonstration of the POINT and RIFE integration efforts at InterDigital (the first
such demonstration was given at the 5G London event).
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RIFE was an invited speaker / keynote speaker at the following events:
1. Legislation vs. Regulation, R. Baig, Invited speaker at GAIA Community Networks: Sustainability
and Regulation Workshop, 27th January 2017, Cambridge, UK.
Abstract: This was a talk given about regulation to help attendees to have a clearer understanding of
the differences between regulation and legislation and the implications of these differences.
2. Liberoute yourself: Opportunistic Neighborhood Networking, Maki Distinguished Lecture
Series, Invited Speaker J. Ott, TU Darmstadt, 2nd February 2017, Darmstadt, Germany.
Abstract: It has become a habit to rely on virtually always accessible cloud services to store, shared,
and process data: it just works, it is convenient, and it's free. Behind the scenes, we find
overhead, hidden cost, and potential privacy issues. In this talk, we'll explore localizing networks
and services as an alternative in order to keep content and responsibility close(r) to the users.
3. Community Networks / guifi.net - How researchers can help and benefit, R. Baig, Invited
Speaker at Queen Mary University London, 16th August 2017.
Abstract: R. Baig was invited by QMUL to discuss his experiences in building community networks.
4. Vision for a Software Internet: Internet for all as a downloadable SW package, Invited Speaker
Dirk Trossen, NGI Forum 2017, 13th September 2017, Barcelona, Spain.
Abstract: The Internet has come from the perspective of interconnecting networks, mainly belonging
to organisations, ISPs, businesses, etc. The WWW has come from the perspective of
interconnecting services, mainly being provided by organisations, ISPs, businesses, etc. Users’
access to Internet via mobile has surpassed fixed usage in 2016 and 95% of Chinese Internet
users access via mobile devices with proliferation of smartphones, Internet access has become
an experience of installing the right application. The Power Point slides describe 2 Case Studies:
Case Study 1 SW-based Community Networks realized in H2020 RIFE project and Case Study 2
Flame–on-a-Stick realized in the H2020 FLAME project. https://hub4ngi.eu/wpcontent/uploads/sites/11/2017/10/06_ngi-forum-2017_dirk-trossen_v1.0.pdf
5. Scale Matters- Challenged Networks Everywhere, ACM CHANTS 2017, co-located with ACM
MobiCom 2017, Keynote Speaker Jörg Ott, 20th October 2017, Snowbird, Utah.
Abstract: This talk provides a journey through the variety of different flavors of challenged networks
and their respective operating environments, characterizing them according to eight different
dimensions of scale. It highlights some application examples that make up different operational
points or ranges in this multidimensional space and finally shows in which contexts (parts of) the
Internet exhibit(s) features of challenged networks and how to cope with those by example.
http://chants.sics.se/17/ACM_CHANTS17_Keynote-Scale_Matters.pdf
RIFE issued the following Press Release:
European H2020 RIFE Project Deploys Affordable 5G Network Trial in a Small Community in
Catalonia, 27th February, 2017.
Please refer to the Annex for the full text or refer to it on the RIFE website https://rifeproject.eu/interdigital-press-release-about-rife/.
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2.2

Disseminations scheduled for the future

In this sub-section we provide a list of the scientific publications which have been already accepted or
have been submitted to conferences which will take place after the end of the project.
1. Practical Opportunistic Content Dissemination Performance in Dense Network Segments,
Teemu Kärkkäinen, Mika Välimaa, Shourov Kumar Roy, Esa Hyytiä, Jörg Ott, Computer
Communications, 2018. Accepted for publication.
Abstract: Many of the existing opportunistic networking systems have been designed assuming a
small number links per node and have trouble scaling to large numbers of potential concurrent
communication partners. In the real world we often find wireless local area networks with large
numbers of connected users in particular in open Wi-Fi networks provided by cities, airports,
conferences and other venues. In this paper we build a 50 client opportunistic network in a single
Wi-Fi access point and use it to uncover scaling problems and to suggest mechanisms to improve
the performance of single segment dissemination. Further, we present an algorithm for breaking
down a single dense segment dissemination problem into multiple smaller but identical
problems by exploiting resource (e.g., Wi-Fi channel) diversity, and validate our approach via
simulations and testbed experiments. The ability to scale to high density network segments
creates new, realistic use cases for opportunistic networking applications.
2. Composable Distributed Mobile Applications and Services in Opportunistic Networks, C.
Papadaki, T. Kärkkäinen, J. Ott, IEEE WoWMoM 2018, 12th - 15th June, 2018, Crete, Greece.
Accepted for publication.
Abstract: Advances in computational devices, wireless networking, cyber-physical integration and
novel user interfaces are creating a world where we are continuously surrounded by a wealth of
computational resources and new ways of interacting with them. However, we currently lack
means of composing applications and services that can take full advantage of this environment.
In this paper we present a system design that allows application developers to treat the future
environment as a generic execution environment, which will automatically distribute and
execute the components of their applications. This has the potential to unlock a wealth of
currently unused resources and enable new classes of more immersive and useful applications
and service that execute directly in the surrounding environment.¨
3. The mitigating role of regulation on the concentric patterns of broadband diffusion, J.Benseny,
J. Töyli, H. Hämmäinen, A. Arcia-Moret, Telecommunications Policy Journal 2018. Under review.
Abstract: Extensive literature exists on the diffusion of broadband services, but the continuous
nature of population density has been underestimated using discrete proxies, such as
urban/rural location. To address this issue, this article adopts a model from the urbanization
literature in which population density exponentially decreases from city centres outwards to
rural areas and proposes that diffusion determinants are influenced by concentric circles of
decreasing population density. Results confirm that diffusion determinants follow a concentric
pattern with population density since determinants consistently increase or decrease with
decreasing population density. In this context, we identify community commitment and
government subsidies as opportunities to accelerate diffusion into areas lacking investment by
nationwide operators.
4. Feasibility analysis of IP-over-ICN routing system, J.Benseny, H. Hämmäinen, D. Lagutin, D.
Trossen, Telecommunications Systems Journal 2018. Submitted.
Abstract: Although numerous improvements have been proposed to the current Internet
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architecture, a few have been adopted by main stakeholders preserving their position in the
industry value network. For example, VPN and MPLS below the transport layer and CDNs above
it. Taking advantage of operator needs, the IP-over-ICN routing system has been proposed as a
single operator solution that introduces key ICN benefits while maintaining IP-interoperability.
In order to assess the economic attractiveness of IP-over-ICN, this article studies the following
hypotheses as techno-economic factors that might affect the feasibility of the IP-over-ICN
routing system: IP-interoperability, routing scalability, advantages regarding substitute systems,
and compatibility with new standards. To this end, the article employs a conceptual framework
which follows a use case approach and was created to analyse IETF-like protocols.
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3

MEETINGS

Section 3 focuses on the various meetings that have taken place and comprises separate sub-sections
for M18 Project Review (3.1), General Assembly Meetings (3.2), PMB and Plenary Meetings (3.3) and
monthly teleconference calls (3.4).
The timetable of meetings held during the reporting period is shown in the GANTT Chart below:
Meetings

Aug 16 Sep 16 Okt 16 Nov 16 Dez 16 Jan 17 Feb 17 Mrz 17 Apr 17 Mai 17 Jun 17 Jul 17 Aug 17 Sep 17 Okt 17 Nov 17 Dez 17 Jan 18

Feb 18

Project Review
General Assembly
Project Management Board
Plenary (F2F)
Plenary (telcos)

Figure 6: RIFE Meeting Schedule
The agenda for each meeting is provided in the following pages, along with the list of attendees and
links to where the presentations (not relevant for the teleconference calls) can be found.
It can be seen that face-to-face Plenary Meetings have been held approximately every 4 months.
Generally, a short (3-hour) Project Management Team Meeting, comprising the WP leaders, was held
prior to the main Plenary Meeting, to discuss any administrative and financial matters that were not
relevant for the majority of the more-technical Plenary Meeting participants.
Teleconference Plenary Meetings are also held, approximately monthly, to monitor progress and
inform about admin/financial matters and new disseminations.
Several inter-WP meetings have also taken place, especially in the latter stages of the project for the
deployment and testing of the testbed and Field Trial.

3.1

M18 Review Meeting

3.1.1
3.1.1.1

Barcelona, 5th - 6th October, 2016
Agenda
Wednesday 5th October
Demonstration Programme
Thursday 6th October 2015
09:00

Review Programme
o

Introduction of participants and the agenda

o

Recap of the overall project objectives

o

Summary of achievements (Deliverables, Milestones, Meetings, Contract
Amendments))

o

How we are addressing the recommendations from the M9 review

WP2: System Design
o

Role of WP2 in the project as a whole

o

Formal objectives

o

Current status

o

Short summary of the content of deliverables produced since the M9
review (D2.2 was updated)
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o

o

Use cases
•

Multi-domain architecture

•

Two choices of satellite architectures

•

Surrogate management architecture

Future plans

WP3: Development
o

Role of WP3 in the project as a whole

o

Formal objectives

o

Current status

o

Short summary of the content of deliverables produced since the M9
review (D3.1 and D3.2)

o

Integration efforts with POINT

o

•

Surrogate management platform realization

•

SCAMPI/BA integration or DTN caching work?

•

xBF realization

•

Joint satellite push/pull work

Future Plans

11:45

Field Trial (location, scale, configuration, RIFE components, status,
operational experiences, planned experiments, ...)

12:30

Lunch

13:30

WP4 Evaluation and Field Trial
o

Role of WP4 in the project as a whole

o

Formal objectives

o

Current status

o

Short summary of the content of deliverables produced since the M9
review (D4.1)

o
15:00

•

Key Performance Indicators

•

Scalable Bloom Filters

•

Edge Caching

•

Satellite Configurations

•

Techno-economic aspects

Future plans (Field Trial, further technical evaluations, socio-economic
evaluations, ...)

WP5 Dissemination and Exploitation
o

Role of WP5 in the project as a whole

o

Formal objectives

o

Current status

o

Short summary of the content of deliverables produced since the M9
review (D5.2 and D5.4 were updated, D5.3, D5.6 are new)
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o

3.1.1.2

3.2

•

Summary of disseminations made

•

IRTF activities

Future plans (including workshops)

15:30

Exploitation Plans

15:50

Presentation of PMs and Costs

16:15

Coffee break/Private meeting between reviewers and PO

16:30

Feedback and close

Participants
Name

Affiliation

Arjuna Sathiaseelan
Andrés Arcia-Moret
Liang Wang
Joerg Ott
Heikki Hämmäinen
Dirk Trossen
Roger Baig Viñas
Renaud Sallatin
Martin Potts

University of Cambridge
University of Cambridge
University of Cambridge
Aalto University
Aalto University
InterDigital
Guifi.Net
Thales
Martel

General Assembly Meetings

Two Contract Amendments were made during this period regarding (i) the extension of WP3 to the
end of the project and (ii) the extension of the project as a whole from M36 to M38. The first of the
two Contract Amendments was approved by each partner representative in the GA and by the EC in
November 2016. The second Contract Amendment was first initiated in July 2017 and finally approved
by the GA which took place in the London Plenary Meeting in October 2017 and a subsequent telco. It
was approved by the EC in November 2017.

3.3

Plenary Meetings

3.3.1
3.3.1.1

5th PMB and Plenary Meeting: 29th November - 1st December, 2016 at Thales Alenia in
Toulouse
Agenda
Tuesday 29th November
10:30

PMB
• Discussion of Review Recommendations
• EUCNC: 12th - 15th June 2017, Oulu, Finland. Deadline is 6th February to
propose a workshop, tutorial, demo, paper(s), ….
• Review the schedule for the Plenary meeting

13:30

Plenary Meeting 29th November - 1st December
• Discussion of Review Recommendations (presenting the proposals from the
PMB to the whole project) (Martel)
• Evaluation (ALL)
o What experiments are planned apart from the trial?
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o
o

3.3.1.2

3.3.2
3.3.2.1

Open topics for the socio-economic validation (Jaume Benseny, Aalto)
Testbed discussions (plans for the testbed testing)

•

Field Trial planning (Guifi.Net, UCAM, IDC)
o Services: general service commitment
o Rollout: plans and commitment by partners
o Lab testing: timeplan

•

Satellite-specific Field Trial Planning: presentation by AVANTI of their detailed
schedule. Allocation of responsibilities for the 3 phases and the overall
workplan

•

Implementations:
1. ICN-DTN integration, integration work of pieces of work (xBF, surrogate
work, …) ; TUM/IDC
2. ICN-Satcom integration with Opensand emulation platform; UCAM, TAS

•

General design/implementation updates (All)

Participants
Name

Affiliation

Martin Potts
Andrés Arcia-Moret
Dirk Trossen
Hongfei Du
Roger Baig Viñas
Renaud Sallantin
Fabrice Arnal
Jaume Benseny
Teemu Kärkkäinen
Eleftheria Hadjioannou

Martel
University of Cambridge
InterDigital
InterDigital
Guifi.Net
Thales
Thales
Aalto University
TUM
AVANTI

6th PMB and Plenary Meeting: 14th - 16th March, 2017 at AVANTI in Cyprus
Agenda
Tuesday 14th March
09:30:

WP1 (Project Management)
• Contract Amendment 3
• PM status at M24 (end January 2017)
• Cost status at M24 (end January 2017)
• Upcoming deliverables and milestones
• Recommendations from the M18 Project Review

10:45:

Coffee

11:00:

WP2 and WP3 (System Design, Development)
• Status of developments (eg. Zoning, DTN Web Framework, surrogate
server,….)
• SBA/zoning: Progress made since the review and the plan to complete,
document and deliver (UCAM)
• Inter-zonal forwarding (IDC)
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14:30:

WP2 and WP3 (continued)
• Techno-economic analysis scalability of the RIFE cost model and the
utilization benefits) (Aalto)
• Work on the satellite backhaul architecture with TAS (UCAM)

15:15

WP4 (Validation and Field Trial)
Start of Field Trial discussion
• Deployment scenario (slides from Andres, presented by Roger)
• What to measure and where to measure? (related to the KPIs) (Jaume)
• General debugging of the network (operational aspects)
• Measurements (what are the improvements?)

17:30

WP5 (Dissemination) All
• Submitted/Accepted papers
• Other planned dissemination activities

Wednesday March 15th
09:00:

Visit to AVANTI Earth Station

11:30:

Deliverable D3.3: Final platform design and set of dissemination strategies
ToC (Joerg)

12:00:

WP4 (Validation and Field Trial)
• Status of local experiments performed
• AVANTI Multicast experiment
• DTN dissemination strategy field trial plans (TUM)
• Performance experiments (IDC)

13:30:

Lunch

14:30:

WP4 (continued)

Thursday 16th March

3.3.2.2

09:30:

WP4 (continued)
• Field Trial Management Plan (all)
• KPI measurements (Jaume)

11:00:

Coffee

11:15:

Other technical discussions

12:30:

Wrap-up, close

Participants
Name

Affiliation

Arjuna Sathiaseelan
Renan Krishna
Roger Baig Viñas
Renaud Sallantin
Martin Potts
Jaume Benseny
Joerg Ott

University of Cambridge
InterDigital
Guifi.Net
Thales
Martel
Aalto University
TUM
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Teemu Kärkkäinen
Charalambos Theodorou
Eleftheria Hadjioannou
3.3.3
3.3.3.1

TUM
AVANTI
AVANTI

7th PMB and Plenary Meeting: 24th - 26th October, 2017 in London
Agenda
Tuesday 24th October
13:00:

Ongoing WP activities and deliverables
• WP1. Admin (Amendment, Deliverables, Milestones, PMs and costs, ...)
• WP2 - System Design (work finished with the submission of D2.3
• WP3 - Developments (D3.4 due at M36)
• WP5 - Dissemination (recent and upcoming publications /
presentations, D5.5, 5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12)

17:00:

End of Day 1

Wednesday 25th October
09:00

WP4 - Field Trial and Validation (Field Trial deployment/configuration status,
....)
•
•
•
•

Update on setup and configuration (Roger)
DTN integration for trial (Teemu)
Presentation on monitoring and data point capabilities (Renan)
Discussion on possible KPI and analysis for general Internet connectivity
(all)
• Use cases and experiments for the Guifi.Net trial (Roger & Dirk)
o General connectivity
o GuifiTV multicast use case
o Segregate households into IP vs IPoverICN community
• Planning for testbed access, scheduling (Roger)
17.00

End of Day 2

Thursday 26th October
09:00

WP4 Evaluation
•
•
•
•
•

12:00
3.3.3.2

Overview of ongoing evaluation work (UCAM)
Satellite experiment: status and plans (Charalambos)
Experiment on virtual devices (Chathura)
End Users' Requirements discussion and RIFE satellite operator business
canvas (Eleftheria)
Continuation of Field Trial discussion

Close

Participants
Name
Dirk Trossen
Renan Krishna
Chathura Magurawalage
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Roger Baig Viñas
Martin Potts
Jaume Benseny
Joerg Ott
Teemu Kärkkäinen
Arjuna Sathiaseelan
Mennan Selimi
Musab Isah
Eleftheria Hadjioannou
Andreas Perentos
Simon Ward
3.3.4
3.3.4.1

Guifi.Net
Martel
Aalto University
TUM
TUM
University of Cambridge
University of Cambridge
University of Cambridge
AVANTI
AVANTI
AVANTI

8th PMB and Plenary Meeting: 27th - 28th March 2018 in Zurich
Agenda
Tuesday 27th March
09:30:

Welcome by Martel

09:45:

Field Trial Status (Roger and Renan)

11:00:

Break

11:15:

Discussion of videos to be taken in Barcelona and Tarragona
•
•

Technical and community storyboards
Dates for filming

12:30

Lunch – filming of individual partners giving a short message

13:30

Presentations of (i) due deliverables, (ii) any related presentation and (iii)
identification of any final contributions needed:
•
•
•
•
•

D3.4
D4.2
D4.3
D5.9
D5.5, D5.10, D5.11, D5.12

Wednesday 28th March

3.3.4.2

09:30

Finish any outstanding deliverable presentations

11:00

Preparation of project review

16:00

Close

Participants
Name

Affiliation

Renaud Sallantin
Fabrice Arnal
Alicia Higa
Martin Potts
Miguel Alarcon
Roger Baig Viñas
Heikki Hämmäinen

Thales
Thales
Martel
Martel
Martel
Guifi.Net
Aalto University
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Jaume Benseny
Joerg Ott
Teemu Kärkkäinen
Mennan Selimi
Renan Krishna
Andreas Perentos
Joseph Muna
3.4

Aalto University
TUM
TUM
University of Cambridge
InterDigital
AVANTI
AVANTI

Teleconference Meetings

3.4.1
3.4.1.1

3rd August, 2016
Agenda
WP1 (Management):
Instructions on how to enter RP1 costs on the EC Portal
Deliverables due at the end of July (M18)
•

D1.4: 1st Periodic Progress Report to be compiled by Martel

•

D3.2: Initial set of application functions

•

D4.1: First Report on Technology Validation

•

D5.3: Dissemination report v1

•

Innovation Radar questionnaire – we should identify potential innovations from
the project. TAS to collect inputs.

Milestones due at the end of July (M18) are:
•

MS2: First year project review (will take place in M15)

•

MS5: Initial specification (achieved by D2.1)

•

MS10: First validation results available. According to the DoA, the achievement of
this milestone is associated with deliverable D4.1

WP2 System Design
•

Only Task 2.3: Component and Interface Design is still ongoing

WP3 Development
•

Latest version of D3.2 is ready and all comments received so far have been
addressed

WP4 Evaluation and Field Trial Development
•

Contributions have been received with 4-5 references to add

•

Dirk Trossen (InterDigital) has distinguished in Section 2 between KPIs being
focused on by POINT and those of interest for RIFE

•

Test scenarios to validate the identified KPIs for RIFE will come out of Section 2

•

Single Field Trial location has been selected and the Agreement is being signed.
The community is eager to start with the implementation of the Supernodes and
some clients

WP5 Dissemination and Exploitation
•

Berlin IETF/ICNRG Aalto (J. Ott) "Object security and protected object
manipulation in caches
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•

Berlin IETF/ICNRG IDC (D. Trossen): "FLIPS"

•

ETF BIER WG: IDC has added a Use Case description for UDP multicast

•

AVANTI presentation at GAIA

M18 Project Review (joint with POINT)
•

4th October: RIFE review rehearsal (starting at 09:00)

•

5th October: Joint POINT-RIFE demos

•

6th October: RIFE review

•

Partners to prepare their slides in advance and distribute them for comment

•

A common structure for the WP presentations, ppt template, will be used and
remind partners of the timeline for completion

RIFE Demo planning
The following RIFE "integrated" demos will be shown:
•

Satellite-based content placement (combination of (i) multicast push of trafficshaped education content (AVANTI/IDC) and (ii) teacher-requested individual pull
of education content (AVANTI/IDC). The OpenSAND emulator (TAS) will be used
for the demonstration.

•

Tourism (BIO application) - IDC, Guifi.Net

•

Video of MWC demo (multicast gain) using the surrogate server - IDC, UCAM

•

Evaluation of the benefits for video traffic (multicasting gain) of using HTTP over
ICN (IDC)

The following RIFE stand-alone "technology" demos will be shown:
1. X-BF (UCAM)
2. DTN (TUM)
The next project meeting will be for the M18 project review in Barcelona:
•

4th October: RIFE review rehearsal (starting at 09:00)

•

5th October: Joint POINT-RIFE demos

•

6th October: RIFE review

PMB and Plenary meetings will be held at Thales in Toulouse from Tuesday 29th November
(starting at 10:30 with a PMB meeting) and ending on Thursday 1st December at 13:00.The
satellite testbed is already one item for the agenda.
AoB:
•
3.4.1.2

Next teleconference call: 2nd November 14:00

Participants
Name

Affiliation

Eleftheria Hajiouannou
Jörg Ott
Heikki Hämmäinen
Jaume Quintana Benseny
Roger Baig Viñas
Martin Potts

AVANTI
TUM
Aalto University
Aalto University
Guifi.Net
Martel
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Andrés Arcia-Moret
Renaud Sallantin
3.4.2
3.4.2.1

University of Cambridge
Thales

2nd November, 2016
Agenda
WP1 (Management):
•

EC requested additional cost claim information from AVANTI and UCAM which
was provided. Payment should arrive shortly.

•

Martel will prepare an amendment to extend WP3 to the end of the project so
that UCAM can continue working on fronthaul applications.

•

The plenary meeting will take place in Toulouse on 29th November starting at
10:30 am with a PMB meeting and the Plenary will start at 13:30 and end on
Thursday 1st December at 13:00.

WP4 (Evaluation and Field Trial):
•

AVANTI announced that a document outlining the procedures for the 3 phases of
Field Trial testing, together with the KPIs to be measured in each phase has been
prepared. The idea is to show how the RIFE developments and deployments lead
to improved performance and efficiency.

•

UCAM is putting together a plan for the testing, which encompasses applications,
caching and zoning. Measurements first based on off-line emulation and then
compare the results with measurements made in the real Field Trial will be done.
For the off-line emulation, an implementation of OpenSAND, which AVANTI UK
said (in the Barcelona meeting) they could provide.

WP5 (Dissemination and Exploitation):
•

A. Arcia-Moret informed about an article he wrote that was published in the
November 2016 issue of the IETF Journal, entitled: "The Story of an RFC about
Alternative Networks".

•

J. Ott wrote a proposal for a Dagstuhl seminar that could possibly be relevant for
RIFE (if accepted).

AoB:
•
3.4.2.2

Next teleconference call: 1st February 14:00

Participants
Name

Affiliation

Eleftheria Hajiouannou
Jörg Ott
Heikki Hämmäinen
Jaume Quintana Benseny
Roger Baig Viñas
Martin Potts
Andrés Arcia-Moret

AVANTI
TUM
Aalto University
Aalto University
Guifi.Net
Martel
University of Cambridge
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3.4.3
3.4.3.1

1st February, 2017
Agenda
WP1 (Management):
•

Deliverables D1.3 and D1.4 have been updated in-line with the comments from
the M18 review and re-submitted.

•

In order to finalize the responses to the M18 review, all partners should consider
how to respond to the reviewers' comments on the wiki.

•

All partners should add their inputs to the on-line Cyprus PMB and Plenary
meeting agendas (14th March (09:00) - 16th March (12:00)) at: https://wiki.rifeproject.eu/index.php?title=RIFE_progress_meeting,_14th__16th_March_2017,_Cyprus

•

AVANTI to confirm the meeting location ASAP.

•

Reminder of July (M30) Deliverables:
o

D2.3: Final Component and Interface Specifications (InterDigital)

o

D3.3: Final platform design and set of dissemination strategies (Aalto)

o

D3.4: Final set of application functions (Aalto)

WP2 (System Design) / WP3 (Development):
•

Work on xBF has been progressing. D. Trossen added that IDC has also done some
work on inter-zonal forwarding which improves on xBF in a number of ways
(shrinking the size of the overall FID but also allowing for the zonal anonymity that
Fabrice outlined as desirable (e.g. for satellite zones)). D2.1 (1st version is on the
wiki). 8 Use Cases identified (IDC)

WP4 (Evaluation and Field Trial):
T4.2

Content Provider status
No provider has been found so far to offer video content (without paying
for the viewing rights) for the Field Trial. We may have to consider an
isolated experiment rather than a Field Trial Use Case. Field Trial work
has officially started.

T4.2

Field Trial Deployment Status
IDC still has to provide information to Roger about the NAP scalability. He
informed that IDC is currently looking into running the APU Supernodes
as OVS software switches with the RPIs as NAPs at the very edge (i.e. in
the households). He wrote that IDC is trying to see if the expected
throughput numbers (both individual at the household level and
aggregate at the Supernode level) will suffice.

T4.3

Experiment status
The list of (local) experiments are at: https://wiki.rifeproject.eu/index.php?title=Use_Cases
All partners had Action Points from Toulouse to describe their
experiments (the template was provided by Andres)
The aim is to perform some experiments by the end of February, so that
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we can see the results in the Cyprus meeting
Dirk wrote that IDC will progress on the surrogate management
experiments during February/March.
T4.4

Socio-economic evaluation
OpenSAND emulator to be sent to InterDigital.

WP5 (Dissemination and Exploitation):
•

Andres and Jon attended the 2nd workshop on Future Internet Architecture for
Developing Regions (FI4D), which took place on January 8th, 2017 and was hosted
by the 14th Annual IEEE Consumer Communications & Networking Conference in
Las Vegas, USA. They took part in discussions of RIFE objectives and ICN.

•

The GAIA workshop on Community Networks and Regulation in Cambridge (26th –
27th January) was well attended, with many international representatives

•

J. Ott has submitted a proposal for a Dagstuhl workshop on The Internet of People

•

A Summer School will be discussed in the PMB meeting in Cyprus

AoB:

3.4.3.2

3.4.4
3.4.4.1

•

QPR inputs are due

•

Next teleconference call: 5th April 14:00

Participants
Name

Affiliation

Arjuna Sathiaseelan
Renan Krishna
Joerg Ott
Heikki Hämmäinen
Jaume Quintana Benseny
Dirk Trossen
Martin Potts
Renaud Sallantin

University of Cambridge
InterDigital
TUM University
Aalto University
Aalto University
InterDigital
Martel
Thales

5st April, 2017
Agenda
WP1 (Management):
•

Next plenary meeting (24th - 26th October): Location?

WP2 System Design
•

Status of the work

WP3 Development
•

Status of the work

WP4 (Evaluation and Field Trial):
•

Roger said that he has been in contact with a company that can offer "Premium
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Content" (eg. European football games) for the Field Trial
It was thought unlikely that this content could be used freely by AVANTI to
broadcast, but would provide content within the Field Trial to test the advantages
of an ICN approach.
•

Martin asked if we could have access to the educational content used by AVANTI in
Africa. Eleftheria said that she would have to check internally.

•

Roger informed that the first households are connected. Installation plan is as
follows:

•

o

IDC will come to Barcelona in the 1st week of May

o

UCAM will come to Barcelona in the 2nd week of May, and

o

AVANTI will come to Barcelona at the end of May

Eleftheria asked how many VSATs would be required. It was decided to have 2
VSATs, but probably 2 uni-directional feeds, rather than multicast (depending on
the answers to Dirk's questions that Roger will ask the content company).

WP5 (Dissemination and Exploitation):
•

Everyone agreed that it would be good to offer a demo for EuCNC.

•

Dirk said that IDC could possibly offer something based on the MWC demo and
Joerg said that he would ask Teemu if he would be available to attend the event
and support a demo. If this is the case, TUM could propose a DTN demo

AoB:

3.4.4.2

•

Next plenary meeting will take place on: 24th - 26th October in London hosted by
IDC

•

Dirk informed that POINT is implementing many of the inspection points that
Jaume is interested to get measurements from

•

Next telephone conference will be 3rd May 2017

Participants
Name

Affiliation

Arjuna Sathiaseelan
Renan Krishna
Heikki Hämmäinen
Jaume Quintana Benseny
Dirk Trossen
Roger Baig Viñas
Martin Potts
Eleftheria Hajiouannou
Renaud Sallantin

University of Cambridge
InterDigital
Aalto University
Aalto University
InterDigital
Guifi.Net
Martel
AVANTI
Thales
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3.4.5
3.4.5.1

3rd May, 2017
Agenda
WP1 (Management):
•

Dirk confirmed that InterDigital will host the next plenary meeting (24th - 26th
October 2017) in London

•

The reviewers recommendations have been updated on the wiki

•

A reminder was made that the following deliverables are due at M30:
o

D2.3: Final Component and Interface Specifications (InterDigital)

o

D3.3: Final platform design and set of dissemination strategies (Aalto-TUM)

o

D3.4: Final set of application functions (Aalto-TUM) was originally due in
M30, but was shifted to M36 with the extension of WP3 (Task 3.7).

WP4 (Evaluation and Field Trial):
•

Roger announced that it is not possible to route all data passing through a
Supernode to a single port (for collection at a server) for aggregated measurement
purposes. However, data passing through a single port can be "mirrored".

•

Dirk said that POINT is implementing many low-level data measurement points
that RIFE can use - the data analysis will be done by RIFE. He also recommended
that Jaume talks with Janna regarding the POINT simulation tool for testing the
scalability of multicast gain in ICNs.

•

Renan (IDC) is in Barcelona until May 8th and running experiments and
measurements.

•

Mennan is currently in Barcelona (UPC).

•

Eleftheria said that 2 VSATs will be shipped to Barcelona (probably from Spain) and
she will be there in the week starting 29th May. Two unicast links will be available
from September.

WP5 (Dissemination and Exploitation):
•

D. Trossen (IDC) reported the following disseminations
•

ICNRG
o

Presentation at IETF Prague July 2015

o

Presentation and demo at IETF Berlin July 2016

o

Submission of IRTF ICNRG draft on 'deployment options for ICN' and
presentation at IETF 98 in Chicago

o

BIER WG
o

•

Inclusion of HTTP-level multicast use case in use case draft

ETSI MEC
o

Contribution to ETSI MEC meeting April 2017 on Considerations for ETSI
MEC Phase 2

o

FLIPS demo approved for ETSI MEC Proof-of-concept (PoC) demo at
MWC 2016, BIO trial and ETSI MEC World Congress
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•

•

ITU-T IMT 2020
o

Presentation at ITU IMT2020 ICN study group meeting as ICN PoC

o

3GPP

o

Preparation of t-doc contribution to SA2 that outlines service routing
problem for Service-based Architectures in 5G control planes

Community network start-up formed out of the Field Trial reported Roger.

AoB:
•
3.4.5.2

3.4.6
3.4.6.1

Next teleconference call: 7th June 14:00

Participants
Name

Affiliation

Andrés Arcia-Moret
Jaume Quintana Benseny
Dirk Trossen
Roger Baig Viñas
Martin Potts
Alicia Higa
Renan Krishna
Eleftheria Hadjioannou
Mennan Selimi

University of Cambridge
Aalto University
InterDigital
Guifi.Net
Martel
Martel
InterDigital
AVANTI
University of Cambridge

7th June, 2017
Agenda
WP1 (Management):
Deliverables
•

D2.3: Final Component and Interface Specifications (InterDigital) –Draft
version is being planned for the end of next week (June 16th).

•

D3.3: Final platform design and set of dissemination strategies (Aalto-TUM) –
Initial version is on the wiki in WP3. Juame and Arjuna to review.

•

Status of the work on the “box” requested from TUM and UCAM

•

Arjuna will send APU boxes from Cambridge to Barcelona.

WP2 System Design
•

Status update

WP3 Development
•

Status update

WP4 (Evaluation and Field Trial):
•

Roger B will go to Cambridge on 3rd July for 2 months and he would like to have
the installations completed in Barcelona and no less than ten days is needed (of
hard work: assembly, software installation, lab testing, physical deployment, onthe-field configuration, etc. - so actually two weeks...).

•

13 APUs are required for the Supernodes (one per ICN function) + 8 APUs for the
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households. The rest of the households are CPE-based HW acquisition: UCAM has
paid and has already ordered all except the APUs (cases, power supplies, etc.).
•

Equipment for the field trial has been sent to UCAM erroneously and should have
been sent to Barcelona. These other components such as boards, power supplies,
and motherboards needed by the project are being searched for by Joerg. IDC
could also find a supplier and Renan will talk to Joerg directly to see what they can
do.

•

Checking on content –premium offers will be provided for the Field Trial but it
cannot be broadcast over satellite. VSATs are being installed now and the second
dish will be installed today on June 7th. The Lab testbed is working. VPN access is
available (contact Roger for access). Currently being used by IDC.

Field Trial
•

Final design details are at https://wiki.rifeproject.eu/images/e/e7/SuperNodesArch_v08.pptx.zip

WP5 (Dissemination and Exploitation):
•

Alicia to follow up on dissemination activities

AoB:
•

3.4.6.2

Next teleconference call: 5th July 14:00

Participants
Name

Affiliation

Jaume Quintana Benseny
Roger Baig Viñas
Marios Fotiou
Charalambos Theodorou
Martin Potts
Alicia Higa
Teemu Kärkkäinen
Renan Krishna
Hongfrei Du
Musab Isah
Mennan Selimi
Renaud Sallantin

Aalto University
Guifi.Net
AVANTI
AVANTI
Martel
Martel
TUM
InterDigital
InterDigital
University of Cambridge
University of Cambridge
Thales
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3.4.7
3.4.7.1

5th July, 2017
Agenda
WP1 (Management):
Extension by 2 months:
•

Martin to request a 2-month extension from the PO, due to the time taken to
obtain the re-designed Field Trial equipment was longer than expected.

•

All partners agreed to the extension

•

Charalambos said that the VSATs are installed and ready and that he would
need to check if the planned start date for the satellite capacity usage (of 3
months?) could be shifted by 2 months.

Deliverables
•

D3.3: Final platform design and set of dissemination strategies (Aalto-TUM):

•

D2.3: Final Component and Interface Specifications (InterDigital)

WP2 System Design
•

Completed with the submission of deliverable D2.3

WP3 Development
•

Status update

WP4 (Evaluation and Field Trial):
•

The APU boxes have arrived and Roger has been informed that the other parts
have been shipped and should arrive in 1 week.

•

Hard disks need to be installed and configured, but the Supernodes should be
ready by the end of July.

AoB:
•
3.4.7.2

Next teleconference call: 6th September 14:00

Participants
Name
Arjuna Sathiaseelan
Teemu Kärkkäinen
Jaume Quintana Benseny
Roger Baig Viñas
Charalambos Theodorou
Eleftheria Hadjioannou
Hongfrei Du
Martin Potts
Alicia Higa
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University of Cambridge
TUM
Aalto University
Guifi.Net
AVANTI
AVANTI
InterDigital
Martel
Martel
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3.4.8
3.4.8.1

6th September, 2017
Agenda
WP1 (Management):
Extension Request
•

Martel has produced a new version of the letter to the PO requesting an
extension which included Guifi.Net changes

•

Charalambos asked if (in the case that the extension is accepted) all the
deliverables due at M36 will be shifted to M38. Martin indicated that it would
depend on the deliverable and its content. Some should be shifted, but it is
probably not necessary to shift all of them.

Deliverables
•

Partners are working on Deliverable D4.2: Report on socio-economic
validation

WP2 System Design
•

Completed with the submission of deliverable D2.3

WP3 Development
•

Status update

WP4 Field Trial:
•

Roger informed that all the equipment is now in Barcelona and the OSs will be
installed next week. The Field Trial will then be deployed in the 1st week of
October, to be ready for the testing to start in mid-October. At latest by the
project meeting (24th - 26th October), the installation and configuration will be
frozen.

•

The current focus is on the APUs, which will be configured next week; anyone
needing access to the APUs should send Roger their public SSH key. He said that
he would send a mail shortly to remind partners. [done]Status of the testbed
installations in TUM, UCAM and AVANTI (IDC)

•

Teemu informed that he was setting up his Raspberry PIs.

•

Renan said that he will be back in Barcelona at end of September to finish testing
the equipment in the lab before moving it to the Field Trial.

•

Eleftheria announced that AVANTI was thinking of adding 2 additional receivers
directly at household premises, for testing multicast. More details would be sent
later.

AoB:
•

Next teleconference call: 15th November 14:00
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3.4.8.2

Participants
Name
Teemu Kärkkäinen
Martin Potts
Alicia Higa
Charalambos Theodorou
Eleftheria Hadjioannou
Jaume Quintana Benseny
Roger Baig Viñas
Heikki Hämmäinen
Mennan Selimi
Musab Isah
Renaud Sallantin

3.4.9
3.4.9.1

Affiliation
TUM
Martel
Martel
AVANTI
AVANTI
Aalto University
Guifi.Net
Aalto University
University of Cambridge
University of Cambridge
Thales

15th November, 2017
Agenda
WP1 (Management):
•

Project extension has been granted and RIFE will finish at the end of March 2018

WP2 (System Design):
•

Status of the testbed installations (IDC)

•

Status of the system design (IDC)

WP3 (Development):
•

A technical problem in the testbed with traffic “loops” between Supernodes
occurred. The problem (in the OVS Switch configuration) took 10 days to fix, but
Renan clarified that the problem has now been solved.

•

Bandwidth measurements have been made and show 70Mbit/s can be
transferred across the interfaces between the Supernodes (less on one link, but
this is being investigated). The next step is to test the NAPs (2-3 days), then the
monitoring software can be installed.

•

Teemu stated that if anyone has anything else to provide to his “Final Set of
Application Functions” deliverable (D3.4), due at the end of the project, then
please add it to the ToC.

WP4 (Evaluation and Field Trial)
•

According to the test schedule, the testbed equipment will be moved to the Field
Trial in 2 weeks, but Roger expressed concerns that this means that we will then
lose the testbed facility, unless a partner can supply him with extra APUs).

•

Everyone agreed that it would be advantageous to maintain a testbed so that pretesting could be done before installation in the operational Field Trial.

•

Musab informed that they have about 4 APUs at UCAM and Jaume said that he
would check with Heikki if Aalto could buy the rest (about 10 are needed). The
additional 6 APUs would cost about €1,500 - €2,000 in total.
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•

Musab informed that a UCAM team is in Barcelona (Menan is installing Raspberry
PIs in the households).

•

Charalambos stated that they are working on the configuration of their servers
and then they will request a VPN connection from Roger. Roger will also make a
PC available for AVANTI

AoB:
•
3.4.9.2

Next teleconference call: 3rd January 14:00

Participants
Name
Roger Baig Viñas
Charalambos Theodorou
Eleftheria Hadjioannou
Martin Potts
Alicia Higa
Fabrice Arnal
Renaud Sallantin
Jaume Quintana Benseny
Musab Isah
Renan Krishna

Affiliation
Guifi.Net
AVANTI
AVANTI
Martel
Martel
Thales
Thales
Aalto University
University of Cambridge
InterDigital

3.4.10 3rd January, 2018
3.4.10.1 Agenda
WP1 (Management):
•

Request from InterDigital for a Contract Amendment to add InterDigital Berlin as
3rd Party to InterDigital UK

•

Martel is waiting for the PIC number for InterDigital Berlin

•

Next Plenary meeting will be held in March 2018 in Zurich

WP3 (Development):
•

Status of D3.2 (Aalto/TUM)

WP4 (Evaluation and Field Trial)
•

Roger informed that he has received all the extra hardware from partners and the
deployment in the lab is finished and is now available for making measurements.

•

Roger reminded that there are 3 main documents on the wiki: (i) Spreadsheet
with the configuration, (ii) Powerpoint slides and (iii) Login instructions to the
Measurement Server.

•

To speed up the identification of experiments, beyond the basic fact of showing
that IP over ICN is feasible and that such a network can be built and managed,
Martin will set up a telco on Wednesday 10th January (at the regular “RIFE Telco”
time) to discuss what experiments partners want to perform (Roger reminded
that there is already a wiki page established to collect the experiments and other
information). Partners should enter their ideas/plans on this page.
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•

Roger indicated that it will be helpful for partners to login into the Testbed
“Measurement Server” to make some experiments and also to document the
process (as this will be needed for the final deliverables).

WP5 (Dissemination and Exploitation):
•

Nothing to report at this time

AoB:
•

Next teleconference call: 7th February 14:00

3.4.10.2 Participants
Name
Roger Baig Viñas
Martin Potts
Alicia Higa
Heikki Hämmäinen

Affiliation
Guifi.Net
Martel
Martel
Aalto University

3.4.11 10th January, 2018
3.4.11.1 Agenda
Discussing plans for further experiments: Whilst there are still 12 weeks left to test on the
local Testbed and/or the Field Trial - Roger needs time to check the feasibility and help set up
the experiments, as the configuration has become complex over the last few months.
Additional tests are needed, in order to validate the ICN technology and the concept of RIFE
as providing an “architecture for an Internet for everybody”, means that we should show it is
more cost-effective than the current Internet architecture (bearing in mind the limited Field
Trial scope and its prototype properties).
3.4.11.2 Participants
Name
Dirk Trossen
Charalambos Theodorou
Eleftheria Hadjioannou
Alicia Higa
Martin Potts
Jörg Ott
Roger Baig Viñas
Renan Krishna
Jaume Quintana Benseny
Mennan Selimi
Musab Isah
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Affiliation
InterDigital
AVANTI
AVANTI
Martel
Martel
TUM
Guifi.Net
InterDigital
Aalto University
University of Cambridge
University of Cambridge
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3.4.12 7th February, 2018
3.4.12.1 Agenda:
WP1 (Management):
Deliverable status:
•

D1.5 PPR2

•

D1.6 Final Report

•

D3.4 Final set of application functions

•

D4.2 Socio-Economic Validation.

•

D4.3 Technical Validation

•

D5.5 RIFE Standardization Activity

•

D5.9 Dissemination Report v2

•

D5.1 Architecture of an Internet for Everybody (leaflet and poster)

Review preparation:
•

PO suggested June 15th for the review but partners will have to check

•

Martin presented the reviewers and no objections were raised

•

Proposed review meeting agenda is on the wiki

•

Video storyboards will be discussed at the Zurich meeting (the plan is also to send
Martel personnel to Tarragona in April)

WP2 (System Design):
•

WP2 overview for the review

WP3 (Development):
•

WP3 overview for the review

Lab Testbed and Field Trial:
•

Presentation of the Lab Testbed and Field Trial (concept, architecture,
components, configuration, installation, operation, problems, solutions)

WP4 (Evaluation and Field Trial):
•

WP4 overview for the review

WP5 (Dissemination and Exploitation):
•

WP5 overview

•

Summary of disseminations made

•

Exploitation plans

AoB:
•

Next Plenary meeting: 27th - 28th March 2018
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3.4.12.2 Participants
Name

Affiliation

Roger Baig Viñas
Jaume Quintana Benseny
Heikki Hämmäinen
Teemu Kärkkäinen
Joerg Ott
Martin Potts
Alicia Higa
Miguel Alarcon
Mennan Selimi
Musab
Renan Krishna
Renaud Sallantin

Guifi.Net
Aalto University
Aalto University
Technische Universität München
Technische Universität München
Martel
Martel
Martel
University of Cambridge
University of Cambridge
InterDigital
Thales
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4

CONCLUSIONS

The RIFE dissemination strategy and targeted stakeholders have remained unchanged since the
beginning of the project. The dissemination strategy embraced two main objective levels: one internal
and one external.
The internal objective of the RIFE dissemination strategy was to provide tools and means of
communication to facilitate collaboration between the partners and effectively promote the RIFE work
and results.
The external objective of the RIFE dissemination strategy was to make known as widely as possible
the findings and recommendations of the RIFE project, with the purpose of ensuring that end-users
will be able to access the services provided by the project and the stakeholders will
support/promote/adopt the RIFE technology. The RIFE stakeholders belonged to the following 4
categories:
1. Academia/Research institutions Academia/Research institutions
This category includes organisations whose primary focus is higher education and research, such as
universities, other academic organisations and research institutes. The topics of interest for
research can be categorized into two main fields:
• Network Technology: Information Centric Networking (ICN), Delay Tolerant Networking
(DTN), and Caching technologies;
• Network Economy: Socio-economics.
The main communication and dissemination means for this category of stakeholders are scientific
publications, presentations and talks at related conferences and workshops. Wherever possible
(according to publishers’ copyright policies) the publications are made publicly available via the
project’s web pages, or archives designed specifically for this purpose (e.g. Universities’ own
archives, arXiv.org e-Print archive, etc.).
2. Industry
Industrial stakeholders include innovative private companies providing end-users solutions, as well
as manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, service providers, vendors, system integrators, at the
frontline of addressing the need for a ubiquitous Internet.
As well as providing technical solutions for industry, RIFE’s ambition was to offer new employment
opportunities and enable the emergence of new companies/spinoffs. For example, opportunities
to become a Virtual Network Operator are expected and will be elaborated upon as part of the
exploitation activities.
3. Government
This target group includes representatives (including regulators) from different governmental
organisations such as the European Commission, inter-governmental organisations, member state
governments or local governments. Indeed, in many sensitive aspects related to the large spread
of the Internet, close relations with the local governments need to be developed.
4. Media and broad end-user audience
This category includes the major media, including television, radio, newspapers, magazines,
journals, blogs, and websites, which are specifically dedicated to promote the adoption of
innovative ICT technologies to the broad public.
This target group was interesting for RIFE in order to reach, on one hand, journalists, bloggers and
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social media specialists and, on the other hand, to reach as many potential end-users of RIFE’s
technology as possible, namely citizens for which the project’s outcomes could facilitate access to
the Internet, which is of high relevance especially in developing countries and under-served regions
of developed countries.
In terms of external dissemination, this document has presented the key activity areas in which
partners are playing a major role. From the very beginning of the project, the partners have been active
in several ways and pursued various promotional activities, including:
• Maintained and updated the RIFE project website – including an internal communication and
information exchange wiki-based platform – and promotion via Twitter;
• Several scientific publications at top-notch international conferences and workshops;
• Participation at various events to give presentations/talks about the projects’ main objectives
and initial work/achievements;
• Updated an informative leaflet of the project (updated after the inclusion of TUM);
• Updated a poster presenting RIFE’s main concept and planned objectives (updated after the
inclusion of TUM).
The project has been particularly prominent in the GAIA Working Group of the IRTF and partners have
also been involved in the joint organization of workshops in the area of Community Networks. In this
respect, the RIFE community network Field Trial location in Tarragona was selected and installation
has been completed.
In order to guarantee broad visibility of the project’s work and results in the European landscape and
beyond so as to engage targeted stakeholders both at the European and at the international level, RIFE
partners have been prolific in the second half of the project as seen in the following contributions:
9 papers published from prestigious conference proceedings, 4 papers presented in workshops, 2
book chapters published in the Annual Report of the UN IGF Dynamic Coalition on Community
Connectivity (December 2016), and 3 journal publications (IEEE Communications Magazine, ACM
SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review and Future Generation Computer Systems, Elsevier).
3 journal papers were published, one of which (Wi-Stitch: Content Delivery in Converged Edge
Networks) won the Best Paper Award (SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review, Volume 47
Issue 5, October 2017, Pages 73-78, ACM New York, DOI 10.1145/3155055.3155067).
Standardization contributions were made at IETF, IRTF and ICNRG, where partners presented the
technologies developed within the RIFE project such as service based architecture (SBA) and service
surrogate routing. 11 standardization drafts have been published in the 2nd Reporting Period, as
well as achieving one RFC (7962). Partners also organized co-located events at standards body
meetings, making presentations and demonstrations.
Regarding other dissemination activities, 2 workshops were co-organized by A. Sathiaseelan of
UCAM and J. Ott of TUM; namely at IRTF GAIA Community Networks: Sustainability & Regulation
Workshop and the Internet of People, Dagstuhl Seminar 17412, D. Trossen of IDC Chaired a
Workshop on Information-Centric Fog Computing (ICFC), and A. Arcia Moret served as Workshop
Chair for the 2nd Workshop on Future Internet Architecture for Developing Regions, Roger Baig
served as Working Group Leader at IEEE Internet Initiative Internet Inclusion: Advancing Solutions,
Community Networks, J. Ott served as Session Chair at Session I at Security & IoT at ACM CHANTS
2017, Jaume Benseny of Aalto presented RIFE at a PhD Seminar at Aalborg University, 5 Master’s
Theses from Aalto University and TUM which contributed to D3.4 Final Set of Application Functions
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and D4.2 Socio-Economic Validation, 1 joint demonstration with POINT and RIFE at ETSI MEC Zone
given by D. Trossen (IDC), 5 invited or keynote speeches/talks given by J. Ott (TUM), Roger Baig
(guifi.net) and D. Trossen (IDC) and one press release from IDC on 27th February, 2017 (please refer
to the Annex section for the full press release). There are also 4 future potential disseminations of
which 2 papers have already been accepted at prestigious conferences.
In terms of internal dissemination activities, this report has shown that partners have met regularly
face-to-face to share their achievements and ideas, and also been kept up-to-date with progress
through monthly teleconference calls. Some technical meetings took place, especially between
partners involved in WP4.
The exploitation plans have been exceeded with the formation of a new company in the Tarragona
region to support and expand the basic network deployed within the RIFE framework.
Furthermore, CORDIS journalists have recently covered the RIFE project, based on public information
available online. The News article was published in April 2018 on the CORDIS website in six languages
at: https://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/129181_en.html
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5

ANNEX
European H2020 RIFE Project Deploys Affordable 5G Network Trial in a Small
Community in Catalonia
InterDigital, Guifi.Net and Team of 8 Partners from 6 Countries Deliver Affordable Next
Gen Network to Tarragona, Spain

Company Release - 2/27/2018 2:30 AM ET
BARCELONA, Spain, Feb. 27, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- MOBILE WORLD CONGRESS
2018 — The race to 5G is generally focused on breathtaking speeds and new, exciting services, but one
very important aspect of 5G gets less attention: the effort to develop affordable next-gen services that
improve connectivity and capabilities for all. Today, InterDigital, Inc. (NASDAQ:IDCC), a mobile
technology research and development company, announced that the RIFE (aRchitecture for an Internet
For Everybody) project has deployed a live consumer-facing trial of a 5G network architecture in the
small community of Tarragona, Spain, geared towards affordability and access. RIFE is part of the
European H2020 funding framework.
The trial features InterDigital’s software-based Flexible IP-based Services (FLIPS) platform and
community-supported hardware through Guifi.Net in Catalonia, Spain, the world’s largest community
network with 40,000+ nodes. The deployment is a fully software-based switching and routing solution,
based on information-centric networking (ICN) principles, in a real-life setting. The deployment team
expects the solution to drive cost reduction, increases in bandwidth utilization in the fronthaul network
and towards the peering links – typically the expensive part in a community network – and the ability
to easily host community services. The Tarragona deployment is a pure software installation, seeking to
radically optimize existing infrastructure.
“This trial highlights another facet of 5G. It is not just all about bandwidth improvement or new AR/VR
services, but also a focus on the societal challenge of bringing affordable internet to more people,” stated
Dirk Trossen, Senior Principal Engineer, InterDigital. “We have a tremendous opportunity to
demonstrate our fully software-based solution, based on information-centric networking principles, in a
real-life setting while making strides towards the ultimate goal of making the internet affordable to
everyone.”
The RIFE project aims to address the major societal challenge of providing affordable internet access to
those who cannot afford it by solving the technological challenge to increase the efficiency of the
underlying transport networks and the involved architectures and protocols. The trial will initially be
conducted for a month, with plans to extend the trial to a full 12 months. RIFE is a consortium of eight
partners from six different countries including Martel Innovate, Aalto University, University of
Cambridge, InterDigital Europe, Thales Alenia Space, AVANTI, guifi.net, and Technical University of
Munich. For more information, please visit https://rife-project.eu/
About InterDigital®
InterDigital develops mobile technologies that are at the core of devices, networks, and services
worldwide. We solve many of the industries most critical and complex technical challenges, inventing
solutions for more efficient broadband networks and a richer multimedia experience years ahead of
market deployment. InterDigital has licenses and strategic relationships with many of the world's leading
wireless companies. Founded in 1972, InterDigital is listed on NASDAQ and is included in the S&P
MidCap 400® index.
InterDigital is a registered trademark of InterDigital, Inc.
For more information, visit: www.interdigital.com.
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InterDigital Contact:
Patrick Van de Wille
Email: patrick.vandewille@interdigital.com
+1 (858) 210-4814
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